Migrator for GroupWise
ZeroIMPACT GroupWise migration to Office 365 and Exchange

Migrations can be complex and
expensive projects that disrupt end-user
productivity and business operations.
Migrator for GroupWise provides
successful migration results by removing
complexity, accelerating your transition
and mitigating the risk of data loss
and downtime.
It quickly and accurately migrates email
calendars, tasks, personal address
books, frequent contacts, archives,
recurring meetings and more in less time
than you thought possible.
For an accurate and seamless migration,
trust Migrator for GroupWise to:
• Collect mailbox and archive information
for pre-migration planning
• Migrate multiple mailboxes
simultaneously

• Protect the integrity of each
user’s mailbox
• Preserve GroupWise recurring and
custom recurring appointments
in Exchange

FEATURES
Migrator for GroupWise ensures efficient
and reliable migration to Office 365 and
Exchange, including Exchange Server
2016, with:
• Pre-migration assessment — Collect
mailbox and archive information for more
accurate migration planning.
• Finish fast — Use a multi-threaded
migration engine to transition multiple
mailboxes simultaneously to reduce
project costs and timelines. Migrator
for GroupWise supports both large
and small migrations — you can install
multiple migration consoles as needed
to further increase scalability.

• Automate administrative tasks

“When considering another
vendor, we were talking
about a two- to four-week
implementation process.
With the Quest product,
the live migration of 1,100
mailboxes was completed
within four hours. We were
expecting the archived mail
to take about a week to
complete, and it only took
about 18 hours. We actually
migrated more than 1 million
mail objects with only a .01
percent data corruption.
To have everything done
within a 48-hour period was
just amazing.”
Mike Moses, systems engineer,
Fauquier Hospital

BENEFITS:
• Collects mailbox and archive
information for more accurate
pre-migration planning
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Migrator for GroupWise quickly and accurately migrates email, calendars, tasks,
personal address books, frequent contacts, archives and more.

• Mitigates risk by migrating email
content without downtime or
data loss
• Ensures a seamless migration for end
users, reducing calls to the help desk
• Migrates GroupWise archives
without data loss, including a direct
Personal Archive target option
• Helps you eliminate or reduce the
GroupWise infrastructure faster
than you thought possible
• Backed by an experienced vendor
with a track record of successful
migrations and 24x7 global support

• Auto-process — Automate many
administrative tasks, including mailbox
creation and mail routing, and ensure
that all migration tasks occur in the
proper sequence.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
SUPPORTED SOURCES
GroupWise 6.0–7.0.4 or
8.0.0–8.0.3, or GroupWise
2012 to SP4 (12.1.1 through
12.0.4)
SUPPORTED TARGETS
Office 365, Exchange 2016
(GA), Exchange 2013 (GA or
SP1), Exchange 2010 (GA, SP1,
SP2 or SP3)

• Self-service desktop migrator — Enable
end users or administrators to migrate
personal data, such as local GroupWise
archives, to Office 365, the Exchange
mailbox, Personal Archive or Outlook
personal stores.
• Mailbox integrity — Preserve valuable
email information, including dates,
times, formatting and attachments. It
provides a complete address translation,
so end users can reply or reply all to
migrated messages without editing
addresses. Preserve proxy and folder
rights while accurately migrating
shared folders, personal address books
and folder structures, maintaining a
familiar messaging experience for your
end users.
• Calendar guard — Convert recurring
and custom recurring meetings to a fully
functional recurring series in Exchange
to eliminate end-user confusion and
business disruption. Migrator for
GroupWise also resolves all attendees
to their Active Directory accounts and
actively maintains routing throughout
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the migration. These unique processes
ensure users can seamlessly calendar
before, during and after the migration.
• Seamless coexistence — Use
Coexistence Manager for GroupWise
to deliver directory, free/busy and
calendar coexistence between
GroupWise and Office 365 or Exchange,
including Exchange Server 2016. This
ensures users on both platforms
remain productive throughout the
entire migration.

ABOUT QUEST
Quest helps our customers reduce
tedious administration tasks so they
can focus on the innovation necessary
for their businesses to grow. Quest®
solutions are scalable, affordable
and simple to use, and they deliver
unmatched efficiency and productivity.
Combined with Quest’s invitation to
the global community to be a part
of its innovation, as well as our firm
commitment to ensuring customer
satisfaction, Quest will continue to
accelerate the delivery of the most
comprehensive solutions for Azure cloud
management, SaaS, security, workforce
mobility and data-driven insight.
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